
Engagement Ring
The Engagement Ring: Through binoculars, the North Star (Polaris)
seems to be the brightest on a small ring of stars. Not a constellation or
cluster, this asterism looks like a diamond engagement ring on which
Polaris shines brightly as the diamond.

Summer Triangle
The Summer Triangle is an asterism involving a triangle drawn on the
northern hemisphere's celestial sphere. Its defining vertices are the stars
Altair, Deneb, and Vega, which are the brightest stars in the
constellations Aquila, Cygnus, and Lyra, respectively.

Teapot
The brightest stars in the zodiac constellation Sagittarius form the shape
of a teapot, complete with lid, handle, and spout. The plane of the Milky
Way runs through Sagittarius, and just over the spout and lid of the
teapot, making it look as if steam is rising from the spout of the teapot.
The center of our Milky Way galaxy is in the direction of this starry steam.
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Big Dipper
The Big Dipper (also known as the Plough) is an asterism consisting of the seven

brightest stars of the constellation Ursa Major. Four define a "bowl" or "body" and three

define a "handle" or "head". It is recognized as a distinct grouping in many cultures. The

North Star (Polaris), the current northern pole star and the tip of the handle of the Little

Dipper, can be located by extending an imaginary line from Big Dipper star Merak (β)

through Dubhe (α). This makes it useful in celestial navigation.

Little Dipper
Constellation Ursa Minor is colloquially known in the US as the Little Dipper, because its

seven brightest stars seem to form the shape of a dipper (ladle or scoop). The star at the

end of the dipper handle is Polaris, the North Star. Polaris can also be found by following

a line through two stars in Ursa Major—Alpha and Beta Ursae Majoris—that form the end

of the 'bowl' of the Big Dipper, for 30 degrees (three upright fists at arms' length) across

the night sky.

Cygnus
Cygnus is a large constellation, prominent in the Northern Hemisphere.
Its name comes from the Greek for “Swan” and can be imagined as a
giant, celestial swan, flying overhead, with its wings fully extended. The
brightest star in Cygnus is Deneb, which is one of the brightest stars in
the sky, and a whopping 800 lightyears away! Deneb is one point of an
asterism called the Summer Triangle—three very bright stars that form a
large triangle shape prominent in the Northern hemisphere summer
skies.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/b/b6/BigDipper-guide.PNG
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/ce/Ursa_Major_-_Ursa_Minor_-_Polaris.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3c/Cygnus_IAU.svg


Delphinus
Little Delphinus looks like a tiny celestial dolphin breaching the waves of
a vast cosmic sea. It is small and faint, but has a distinctive dolphin
shape, and is right in the middle of the plane of the Milky Way.

Hercules
Hercules is named for the famous hero of Greek mythology by the same
name. It’s one of the larger constellations, but its stars are of only
moderate brightness. The Keystone is a well known trapezoid-shaped
asterism (association of stars that are not an official constellation) within
Hercules. This constellation is host to M13 (Messier 13), a globular star
cluster. Otherwise known as the Hercules Globular Cluster, M13 is home
to 300,000 stars, and is just over 22,000 light-years away.

Leo
Leo is a fairly well known constellation, because the plane of the Solar
System runs through it. Such constellations are called Zodiac
Constellations. Leo has some notable, bright stars, in it to boot. The
brightest of these, Regulus is at the bottom of a series of stars arrayed in
the form of a sickle, or a backwards question mark. This constellation
does look more or less like the side profile of a lion lying on the ground,
with its head up.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b5/Delphinus_IAU.svg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/2a/Hercules_IAU.svg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/56/Leo_IAU.svg


Lyra
Lyra is a small, but notable constellation. It is host to Vega—the fifth
brightest star in the sky (or sixth, counting the Sun). Not far from Vega is
Messier object 57—the Ring Nebula, which is perhaps the best known
planetary nebula in our sky. Lyra’s name is Greek for lyre—a kind of
harp.

Ophiucus
The name Ophiucus comes from Greek and means serpent-bearer. This
constellation goes hand-in-hand with the constellation Serpens—a
constellation that is uniquely divided into two parts, the head and tail of
the serpent, on either side of Ophiucus. The ecliptic actually runs through
the very southernmost part of the area of sky defined as this
constellation, making it—technically—a zodiac constellation.

Sagitta
Sagitta, the arrow, is a small, dim constellation. It is located between the
larger, brighter constellations Cygnus (the swan), and Aquila (the eagle).
The only notable deep sky object in this small constellation is Messier 71,
which is a peculiar globular star cluster.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5b/Lyra_IAU.svg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/65/Ophiuchus_IAU.svg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b4/Sagitta_IAU.svg


Sagittarius
Sagittarius, the archer, is often depicted as a centaur wielding a bow and
arrow. Within Sagittarius, is a fairly recognizable teapot shape known to
many simply as The Teapot (the teapot is not a true constellation, but an
asterism). The plane of the Milky Way passes through Sagittarius, and in
fact, the center of the Milky Way is in the direction of the westernmost
edge of this constellation—just above the spout of The Teapot. With the
plane of the Milky Way passing through, there are a plethora of deep sky
objects to be found in Sagittarius.

Scorpius
Both the plane of the Solar System (called the ecliptic) and the plane of
the Milky Way pass through Scorpius—the scorpion. As a result, you can
find both the planets of our Solar System (which move along the ecliptic),
and many kinds of deep sky objects in this constellation. Scorpius’s
brightest star, Antares, is also known as the Heart of the Scorpion,
because of it’s reddish hue and location in the chest of the scorpion.
Being both red in color, and near the ecliptic, Antares is a rival of sorts to
the planet Mars, which is also reddish in color, and occasionally passes
through Scorpius. The name Antares means “opposing Mars”.

Serpens
Serpens, the serpent, is the only constellation that is broken into
two parts, each on either side of Ophiucus, the serpent bearer. Serpens
Caput (serpent’s head) is to the west, and Serpends Cauda (serpent’s
tail) is to the east. The galactic plane of the Milky Way passes through
Serpens Cauda, which means there are many deep sky objects to be
found there, including the Eagle Nebula, a star formation region host to
the famous Pillars of Creation.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/38/Scorpius_IAU.svg


Ursa Major
Ursa Major, or, the Big Bear, is one of the best known and most well
recognized constellations, but you might know it by a different name.
Contained within the boundaries of the constellation Ursa Major is the
Big Dipper, which is not a true constellation, but an asterism. The Big
Dipper is useful for finding both the North Star and the bright star
Arcturus. Follow the curve of the handle to “arc to Arcturus” and use to
two stars in the dipper opposite the handle to point to the North Star.

Ursa Minor
Ursa Minor, the Little Bear, is much fainter than it’s companion  the Big
Bear, Ursa Major. Within Ursa Minor is the well known asterism The Little
Dipper. The end of the tail of the bear, or the end of the handle of the
dipper, is a star called Polaris—the Pole Star, or the North Star. This
special star happens to sit at the point where the Earth’s axis of rotation
intersects the sky

Virgo
Virgo’s brightest star Spica is found by following the curve of the handle
of the Big Dipper (“arc to Arcturus, in Boötes, then spike to Spica”).The
rest of the constellation isn’t particularly bright, but Virgo lies along the
ecliptic—the plane of the Solar System, so bright planets pass through
occasionally.

M8 Lagoon Nebula
M8: The "Lagoon Nebula." A huge cloud of gas and dust beside an open
cluster of stars (NGC 6530). The Lagoon is a stellar nursery, 4,100
lightyears away, towards the galactic core.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/13/Ursa_Major_IAU.svg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/cb/Ursa_Minor_IAU.svg
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/m8.jpg


M4
M4 is a globular star cluster located near the bright, orange star Antares, in the

constellation Scorpius. It is on the small side, as globular clusters go—only 70-75 light-

years across. It is about 7,200 light-years away, which makes it possibly the closest

globular cluster to our solar system.    

M13 Hercules Globular
M13, the "Great Globular Cluster in Hercules" was first discovered by Edmund Halley

in 1714, and later catalogued by Charles Messier in 1764. It contains 300,000 stars,

and is 22,000 light-years away. Light would need over a century to traverse its diameter.

Clouds
Darn! These pesky intruders have annoyed astronomers for millennia.
Kitt Peak usually has clear skies; call us at (520) 318-8726 and join us
again some time.

Meteors
Quick streaks of light in the sky called meteors, shooting stars, or falling
stars are not stars at all: they are small bits of rock or iron that heat up,
glow, and vaporize upon entering the Earth's atmosphere. When the
Earth encounters a clump of many of these particles, we see a meteor
shower lasting hours or days.

http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/m4.jpg
https://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/m13.jpg
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/clouds.gif
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/meteor.jpg


Milky Way
That clumpy band of light is evidence that we live in a disk-shaped
galaxy. Its pale glow is light from about 200 billion suns!

Satellites
Human technology! There are almost 500 of these in Low Earth Orbit (we
can't see the higher ones). We see these little "moving stars" because
they reflect sunlight.

The Green Flash
What we call "The Green Flash" is not so much a flash as a flicker of
green color, seen on the top of the sun as it sets (or rises). This rare
event needs just the right atmospheric conditions.

Scintillation
The twinkling of star light is a beautiful effect of the Earth's atmosphere.
As light passes through our atmosphere, its path is deviated (refracted)
multiple times before reaching the ground. Stars that are near to the
horizon will scintillate much more than stars high overhead since you are
looking through more air (often the refracted light will display individual
colors). In space, stars would not twinkle at all. Astronomers would like it
if they could control the effects of this troubling twinkle.

http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/MilkyWay_small.jpg
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/HST.gif
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/green4.jpg
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/scintillation.gif


Ecliptic
The ecliptic is a path in the sky, forming a great circle around the Earth,
which the Sun and other planets of the Solar System move along. It is
formed where the plane of the Solar System intersects with the Earth's
sky.

Jupiter
Jupiter is the largest planet in the Solar System, a “gas giant” 11 Earth-
diameters across. Its atmosphere contains the Great Red Spot, a long-
lived storm 2-3 times the size of the Earth. The 4 large Galilean satellites
and at least 63 smaller moons orbit Jupiter.

Saturn
Saturn, the second-largest planet in the Solar System, is known for its
showy but thin rings made of ice chunks as small as dust and as large as
buildings. Its largest moon, Titan, has an atmosphere and hydrocarbon
lakes; at least 61 smaller moons orbit Saturn.

Moon
The same side of the Moon always faces Earth because the lunar
periods of rotation and revolution are the same. The surface of the moon
is covered with impact craters and lava-filled basins. The Moon is about
a fourth of Earth's diameter and is about 30 Earth-diameters away.

http://kittpeak.cacheton.net:6480/resources/images/user_uploads/ecliptic%20for%20SoNOP.png
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/jupiter.jpg
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/sat.jpg
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/moon.jpg


Double Double (ε Lyr)
The Double-Double (ε Lyrae) looks like two stars in binoculars, but a good telescope

shows that both of these two are themselves binaries. However, there may be as many

as ten stars in this system! The distant pairs are about 0.16 light-year apart and take

about half a million years to orbit one another. The Double-Double is about 160 light-

years from Earth.   

Mizar & Alcor
In the handle of the Big Dipper, Mizar & Alcor (ζ & 80 Ursae Majoris) or the “Horse &

Rider” form a naked-eye double star. They are traveling through space together about

80 light-years away from us, separated by about a light-year. However, it is unknown if

they are actually gravitationally bound to each other. A telescope splits Mizar itself into

two stars, but these both are again doubles, bringing the total in this system to six.    

Your Telescope Operator and Guide. Thank you for joining me this
evening! See you soon!!

The web page for the program in which you just participated is at Nightly Observing Program. Most of the above
images were taken as part of the Overnight Telescope Observing Program. For more information on this unique
experience please visit Overnight Telescope Observing Program. 
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